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Dear PEAI Member,
In any other year we would be excitedly preparing the final touches to our AGM and
Conference due to take place this coming weekend. However, this is not any other year.
Unfortunately, as an Executive we have had to make the difficult decision to move our AGM
online. The AGM will take place this Friday, October 9th, starting at 7:30pm sharp, and
concluding at 8:30pm. We will be using Zoom as our digital platform.
**Please register via the following link:**
https://dcu-ie.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJEtd-ioqjkqHNX1Dr1a7bkEDLBExjT9KTCX
Once you have registered you will receive an email granting you access to the meeting.
We hope that you will be able to join us for what should be an informative review on some of
the following;
● Report from the 2020 Executive / Officers
● Election of the 2020/2021 Executive
● Financial Report from 2019/2020
● Michael Dermody Award
With regards to our Annual Conference, a huge amount of time and energy was put into
arranging the filming and editing of our workshops in Carlow IT. These workshops would have
been shared with members on October 17th via the members section of our website. However,
as a result of the country being placed into Level 3, as an Executive we felt it was in the best
interests and safety of all involved to postpone this plan. We are currently working on
alternative arrangements and will communicate the release of these workshops in due course.
The workshops included;
1) Resistance Training in PE: Set up and delivery in a Covid19 world
2) Facilitating a Physical Activity Project (PAP) in LCPE - A walkthrough journey
3) Theory based PE Classes - Ideas for a Covid19 world
4) Facilitating a Performance Assessment (PA) in a Covid19 world.
5) Outdoor and Adventure Education within a limited space.
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6) Yoga & Pilates with limited equipment and space.
7) PETE Ireland: Physical Education Teacher Education - Connecting with schools
8) Sport Ireland - Update
9) President's Address, Michael Darmody Award Presentation and PEXPO 2021 Presentation.
I would like to acknowledge all the work, time and effort that the presenters involved have put
into their presentations and we hope to be in a position to release these workshops very soon.
I would also like to thank all the members of the 2019/2020 Executive for their commitment
throughout the course of what has been an extraordinary year. These people have sacrificed so
much of their personal free time to work voluntarily on your behalf. In particular, the
2019/2020 Executive would like to acknowledge it’s departing members, Sinead Duggan, Eoin
Joy and Brendan O' Malley for their superb service to our subject association over many years.
We will mark their departures more appropriately at a future event in person.
I look forward to seeing you on Friday night.
Is mise le meas,
Garrett Coyle
PEAI President

